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An examination of wave propagation in waveguides of rectangular cross section having a single 
boundary discontinuity is presented. Special attention is paid to waveguides with heights that are 
small compared to an acoustic wavelength. It is shown that the dynamic behavior of the enclosed 
fluid can be parametrized by the value of a single small parameter e, where e is the ratio of the 
typical duct height He to the wall wavelength L o. The influence of planar discontinuities of zero 
and small but finite thickness on wave propagation is determined using the method of matched 
asymptotic expansions. Junction conditions, impedance across the junction, and uniformly valid 
composite expansions for the pressure in the duct are presented. 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Bi 

INTRODUCTION 

The topic which will be addressed in this paper con- 
ceres propagation of acoustic waves through two wave- 
guides or cavities coupled through a junction discontinuity. 
We will use the method of matched asymptotic expansions, 
MMAE, to obtain an approximate solution for the oscilla- 
tory pressure. The enclosed fluid is taken to be inviscid and 
to respond linearly to harmonic excitation. In our analysis, 
we will examine waveguides which have rectangular cross 
section and have a height that varies as a function of horizon- 
tal position X (see Fig. 1 I. 

The types of boundary discontinuities that will be inves- 
tigated fall into two categories, planar discontinuities of zero 
thickness and those which have small thickness when com- 

pared to an acoustic wavelength. We will limit our investiga- 
tion to frequencies where the condition 

(cole)Hob (X /Lo)< l, 

is satisfied. In this frequency range the fluid's behavior is 
parametrized by the ratio of two length scales Ho and Lo. Ho 
is the typical height of the smooth duct sections and Lo rep- 
resents the typical wall wavelength. We will also assume that 

•H(X) = o(•OoO ) =O(e)<l, 3X 

away from the discontinuity. 
Some essential details of the present approach have 

been reported as early as 1897 by Rayleigh. • Rayleigh, in his 
determination of the acoustic impedance of a thin aperture 
in an infinite baffle, made the argument that if the acoustic 
wavelength was long compared to the dimensions of the ap- 
erture, the fluid in proximity to the aperture behaves incom- 
pressibly. Hence, Rayleigh was first to utilize the relation- 
ship between physical dimensions of the aperture and the 
acoustic wavelength to analyze this problem in acoustic 
wave transmission. Tuck 2 formalized Rayleigh's result using 
the method of matched asymptotic expansions. 

Miles •'n and Schwinger et al. • using variational meth- 

ods determined the impedance across planar discontinuities 
of zero thickness in waveguides having otherwise uniform 
height. The impedance tabulated using these methods are 
extremely accurate. These results are insensitive to the 
choice made for the normal velocity distribution across the 
• guide in the vicinity of the discontinuity. However, the pres- 
sure field is critically dependent on the choice of the velocity 
distribution. A poor choice can result in a slowly converging 
sum of weighted eigenfunctions of the uniform waveguides. 
Lesser and Lewis 6 determined the acoustic impedance 
across a step discontinuity in an infinite two-dimensional 
waveguide with slowly varying height using MMAE. They 
showed that the acoustic impedance across the step discon- 
tinuity derived using the incompressible assumption is accu- 
rate to order 6 2. However, they neglected to incorporate 
transcendentally small terms in the asymptotic behavior of 
the incompressible region. For infinite length waveguides 
these terms can be justifiably dropped. However, in a termin- 
ated guide these terms determine the critical distance 
between the termination and the discontinuity at which the 
interaction between the incompressible region and the wave 
region takes place. 

In this paper we will present an analysis for long wave- 
length propagation in waveguides having a single boundary 
discontinuity. We will split the duct into three regions {see 
Fig. 2}. In regions AB and CD the length scale which para- 
metrizes the fluid's motion is the acoustic wavelength. 
Hence AB and CD will be called wave regions. In region BC 
the parametrizing length scale is H o. Since H o is small com- 
pared to an acoustic wavelength, BC will be called the in- 
compressible region. The problem will be analyzed using the 
method of matched asymptotic expansions MMAE. 

Sections I and II will be devoted to the presentation and 
nondimensionalization of the linear inviscid equations 
which govern the wave and incompressible regions, respec- 
tively. The pressure and particle velocities in each region will 
be expressed in terms of a truncated asymptotic sequence in 
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In Sec. III we will present the results of the matching 
process. Applying Van Dyke's ? matching principle to the 
wave and incompressible solutions, several results will be 
obtained. We will show that continuity in volume velocity 
and pressure across the discontinuity is valid to first order in 
e. If the discontinuity has thickness, compressibility of the 
fluid must be taken into account at 0 (e). We will show that 
interaction between the incompressible and wave region at 
0 (•) will occur if the distance between the discontinuity and 
duct termination, is 0 [6 log (1/•)]. This distance is a multi- 
plicative factor of log (1/•)greater than the pressure bound- 
ary layer thickness, which is 0 (6). The acoustic impedance 
across the discontinuity will be computed to 0 (•). A uni- 
form valid solution for the pressure valid to 0 (•) will also be 
given. 

i. WAVE REGION 

In this section we will present a scheme for nondimen- 
sionalizing the linear inviscid equations of motion. The re- 
sulting nondimensional equations will govern acoustic wave 
propagation in the smooth sections of the duct. 

The particle velocities U*, V* and W* and pressure P * 
in the duct satisfy the following equations. 

and 

$U* 3P * 

po •T • •x - 0, 
$V* c•P * 

- • • 0, Po c•T -[ o•Y 
$W* 3P * 

Po + • = 0, 
c•T 

(1) 

3U* 3V* 3W* 1 3P* 

-• + 3y' -t 3Z • po c2 3T --0' 
where P * is the oscillatory pressure, Po is the rest density of 
the fluid, c is the speed of sound, and U*, V*, and W * repre- 
sent the oscillatory particle velocities in the x, y, and z direc- 
tions, respectively. 

Consider a rigid walled waveguide of rectangular cross 
section. The guide has an iris discontinuity in its upper wall 
which spans the guide's width along the Z axis {see Fig. 1 ). If 
the fluid contained in the duct behaves in a linear and invis- 

cid fashion, the only boundary condition that must be satis- 
fied is the normal component of the velocity must equal zero 
on the boundary. We can write the boundary condition as 

w*(x,¾,z= o) = o, 

w *(x,¾,z = - L• ) = 0, 

V *(X,Y= O,Z ) = O, 

(2) 

(3) 

g,[ x,r= H(X),Z ] = SH(X) U*[ X,¾= H(X),Z ] 
dX 

for Ho•- > X> Ho •+, 

and (U*,V*)'n=0 on surface of the duct for 
-- Ho•- <X<Ho• +. Since the duct is uniform in width, the 
pressure and particle velocity amplitudes can be expressed as 
the product of a function dependent on Z alone and a func- 

x 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a waveguide which has an iris discontinuity 
near the origin. 

tion dependent on X, Y, and T. 

P *(X,Y,Z,T) = G (Z )P(X,Y,T), 

U*(X,Y,Z,T) = G(Z)U(X,Y,T), 

V*(X,Y,Z,T) = G(Z)V(X,Y,T), 
and 

W*{X, Y,Z,T) 3G (Z) fr = - PdT, 
3Z 

where 

3G 

c•Z =0 at. Z=0 and Z= --Lz. 
Using the fact that P * is a solution of the wave equation and 
the aforementioned boundary conditions in Z, it can be 
shown tht G (Z) is equal to cos{mrrZ/Lz). Because the Solu- 
tion is separable in Z we need only solve the remaining two- 
dimensional problem. Using Eq. {1) and dividing out G (Z) in 
P *, U*, and V* yields 

$u $P ' 

po57 + ox =ø, 

•,o 57 + ox = 0, (4) 

•3 U c) V 1 c)P 1 f r ax +5-f + poC: ar ar=0, Po 

where U, V, and P are functions of X, Y, and T only and 
•m = mrr/Lz. To regain the three-dimensional solution we 
need only to multiply U, V, and P by G (Z). The particle 
velocity in the Z direction is simply 

W= + •m sin•mZ frPdT. Po 

Now let us examine the remaining two-dimensional 
problem. In Fig. 2 we see that the dynamic behavior of the 
enclosed fluid is characterized by the relationship between 
four length scales namely: (1) the acoustic wavelength A, (2) 
the wall wavelength Lo, (3)the typical wall height Ho, and (4) 
the width of the guide in the Z direction, Lz. 

Let us first make some global assumptions about the 
relationship between the aforementioned length scales. We 
will assume that 

L•/X = 0(1), tz/X -- 0(1), 
and 

H (X ) = O (Ho) 
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FIG. 2. This diagram denotes the four important length scales governing 
the dynamic behavior of the enclosed fluid. These length scales are (1) the 
acoustic wavelength A, (2) the wall wavelength Lo, (3) the typical duct height 
Ho, and (4) the duct width Lz. 

in the duct. We will also assume no cross modes in Y will 

propagate in the duct. Hence, the condition 

[ (w/c)Lo ] (Ho/Lo) 41, 

or equivalently 

cA<l, 

where e = Ho/L o is a small parameter, and k = (w/c)L o is 
the nondimensional wavenumber is assumed to be satisfied. 

In the regions AB and CD, termed the wave regions, the 
height of the duct varies slowly with X. The length scale 
parametrized both wave and wall variation is Lo. The slope 
of the upper wall in the wave region is assumed to be of 0 (e). 

dH (X ) Ho dh (X /Lo) = eh = 0 (6), 
dX Lo d (X /Lo) 

where h' = O(1). 
The normal component of the oscillatory particle veloc- 

ity equals zero on the upper and lower walls. Given that the 
duct slope is O (e), we expect the typical vertical velocity, Vo 
to be related to the horizontal velocity, Uo, as 

= eUo. 

Our nondimensionalization scheme for the oscillatory varia- 
bles in the wave region is 

u = U/Uo, v = V/Vo = V/(Uoe), w = W/Uo, 
and 

p = P/(o.,pooUo). 
For the coordinates the nondimensionalization is 

x + = (x- 6+Ho)/œo, 

y= Y/Ho, 

x- = (x + 6-Ho)/œo, 

and 

z = Z/Lo, 

where 

t =coT, 

and 

k = wLo/c, l• • = (m•'/tz)2 t g, 

g = cos •lmZ. 

Choosing the nondimensional time dependence to be e- it 
the complex amplitudes of the particle velocities and pres- 
sure satisfy the equations 

e'2iv 
ux* + vy =ik2œ, (5a) 

iu = px+ , 

iw = Pgz , 

for x + > 0, and 

iu = p•- , 

iw = Pgz, 

e'2iv = 
u•- + vy = i•c 2œ, (5b) 

for x- < 0, where 

= (mrrœo/œ)5 k = A - m 

and 

g = cos •lmZ. 

The wall boundary conditions are 

v=0 at y=0, 

v=h'(x ++66+}u aty=h(x ++•6 +} for x +>0, 
(6) 

v = h '(x- - e6-}u at y = h (x- - •6-} for x- < 0, 

and (u,v}.n = 0 on the surface of the discontinuity. We will 
introduce the following for p, u, v, and w. 

œ = œ(x + ,y,t ), u = u(x + ,y,t ), 

v = v(x + ,y,t ), W = w(x + ,y,z,t ), 

where the superscript, _, on x represents the region of 
space under investigation. The plus sign will be used when 
examining region CD and the minus sign will be used when 
examining region AB. 

We will express the complex amplitudesp, u, v, and w in 
terms of an asymptotic sequence in integer powers of 6. 
Successive approximations for the pressure and particle ve- 
locity can be determined by evaluating higher order coeffi- 
cients of this sequence. 

( = (7) 
where 

N 

E,v f(x + ,y,z,k,e) = • f,(x + ,y,z,k )e"+ 0 (e 'v + l). 
Substituting Eq. (7)into Eqs. (5a), (5b), and (6)and equating 
like terms in ß yields at e ø 

Po = po(x ß ,k ), Uo = -- ip•, 
Vo = -- iy(h '/h •P6, Wo = - igz Po, (8) 

and 

Ate 

and 

(p; h )' + k = 0. 
1 

P l = P l(X q' ,k ), U 1 = -- ip6 (•7 q- ,k ), 
U 1 -- -- iy(h t/h [!•, w 1 = - igzp 1, 

½;h )' "'l- k2hPl =0. 

(9) 
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At •2 . 

P2 =f2fx + ,•c)+(y2/2)fh '/hlP;, 
u 2 = -- i{ f• +(y2/2)[(h '/hlP; ]' ], 
/22 = i/c 2{ YA --(y3/6)[( h '/hlP; ]] 

+ i{ yf•' -- {y3/6)[(h '/hlP; ]"l, 
w2 = -- igzp2, 

and (hF'}' + •c 2(hF} = [(h '2h/2}p• ]' where 
f2 = F + (hh '/6}p•, 

h=h(x ñ +e6ñ), 
and 

(lO) 

dx--- 

The zeroth and first-order pressure coefficients, Po and P l, 
are both solutions of the Webster horn equation. The sec- 
ond-order pressure coefficient P2, is determined by solving 
the inhomogeneous Webster horn equation. .. 

II. INCOMPRESSIBLE REGION 

Now let us direct our attention to the oscillatory motion 
of the fluid in proximity to the wall discontinuity located in 
region BC. As x + and x- becomes of O {e), the vertical parti- 
cle velocity/2 becomes of O {1/•). The increase in the magni- 
tude of the vertical component of the particle velocity is the 
result of the zero normal velocity boundary condition on the 
surface of the discontinuity. This boundary condition can 
only be satisfied if the fluid in the xy plane undergoes a tran- 
sition from one- to two-dimensional motion near the discon- 

tinuity. Therefore, the equations of motion derived for the 
wave region are singular in the limit as I x -+ I--• •. Hence, a 
locally valid set of equations must be derived to describe the 
fluid motion near the discontinuity. The region of influence 
of the discontinuity is taken to be of O {•) in x -+. Since this 
region of space in the xy plane occupied by the discontinuity 
is small compared to an acoustic wavelength, it will be 
termed the incompressible region. 

When x + becomes of 0 (e), ev becomes of 0(1 ). Using 
this information a set of local variables and equations gov- 
erning the fluid's behavior in region BC can be derived. The 
local oscillatory variables are 

^ ^ A 

U '-- U, /2 '--/2if, W = W, 

and 

For the coordinates the nondimensionalization is 

X x + q-B+e X---S-E 

H o E E 

.• 

and 

Z '--Z, 

where 

t =coT, 

and 

k._(_•_)Lo, j•2 __(mIT•2 L 
g = cos ]•,•. 

Substituting the aforementioned variables into Eqs. (3) and 
(4} and assuming e- i, time dependence for •, •, •, and p 
yields 

and 

lW = , 

where 

and 

/• 2 = (mrrLo• 2, 
m \Lz/ 

k2--k2_]• 2 m' 

g = cos fi',. z. 

The variables •, •, •, and p represent the complex ampli- 
tudes of the particle velocities and pressure. The boundary 
conditions on the walls are 

and 

atp=h(e•) for -6->•>6 +, 

(•,0).n = 0, (12) 

on the surface of the discontinuity. The local complex ampli- 
tudes 
the vertical position 
The pressure and velocity amplitude will be expressed as a 
truncated asymptotic sequence in 

^ ̂  ̂  ̂  = E2(P,u,/2,w), (13) (p,u,v,w) 
where 

N 

Substituting Eq. {13)into {11) and equating like terms in 
yields at e ø 

•o• + •% = O, •o = -- ig• Po, (14) 
and 

Po, = Po, = 0, 
with boundary conditions 

go=0 atp=0, 

•o=0 atp=h(e•)for --6->•>6 +, 

and the normal velocity equaling zero on the surface of the 
discontinuity. At 

h•, + • = i} 2po, ho = -- ipsc, 
^ .^ ^ 

/20 = -- /P 1)' W0 = -- ig•Pl, 
and 

Pl• q- Pl• = O, 
with boundary conditions 

•1 =0 at )=0, 

and 

bl=fih'{q-e6ñ) atp 
= h {e•) for - •- > • > •+, 

(15) 
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and the normal velocity equaling zero on the discontinuity. 
At e • 

o^ A 

•, = - •p•, w, = - igor,, 
and 

+ P:. = - :Po, 
with boundary conditions 

•2=0 at p--O, 

= '( ___ ñ ) + ), 

atg=h{e•) for -6->•>6 +, 

and the no•al vel•ity equaling zero on the discontinuity. 
Therefore, the pressure in the incompressible region is gov- 
e•ed by the Laplace equation to second order in e and the 
Poisson equation to third order in e. 

III. JUNCTION CONDITIONS AND COMPOSITE 
EXPANSIONS 

In the following segment we will perform the e ø, 6 2, and 
• match. Careful attention will be given to intuition where 
appropriate. However, intuition is not always available. 
Hence, technique may prove to be the only guide for evaluat- 
ing a uniformly valid solution. An attempt will be made to 
keep the discussion as integrated as possible by stating useful 
equations explicitly. The details of the formalism presented 
here can be found in the literature, 7-9 and will not be incor- 
porated into the body of the text. 

A. Zeroth-order match 

By the matching principle MP 
A A 

Ho.o p -- ( TEeTEe -- EoTEoT }p -- O, 
and 

A A 

Ho.o U = ( TEeTEe -- EoTEoT )u = O. 

Let us first match the incompressible and wave solutions of 
the pressure at zeroth order in e. The first term of He. o p is 

TEoTEop = lim Po, 
xñ-•0 ñ 

and the second term is 
A 

EoTEoTp= lim Po. 

Hence, 

lim po = lim Po. 
•--• ñ oo xñ_•O ñ ß 

The solution of flex --•o, -- 0, from Eq. {14} is 
Po = const, 

for all •. Using matching principle MP and the previous 
result yields 

fie =Po(0+) =po(0-), (17) 
which is the classical continuity in pressure condition. Like- 
wise, Ho,o u = 0 yields 

lim •o= lim Uo. (18) 
•:-•. 4- ao xñ._•O ñ 

h(_•6-) ] B A 

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the closed contour B used to determine the junc- 
tion condition obtained in Eq. (19). 

Let us examine fio• + •o• = 0, also from Eq. (14). Ap- 
plying the divergence theorem yields 

s fie dp -- •o d• = O, 
assuming an outward normal to the boundary. In this two- 
dimensional geometry, the contourB traverses the boundary 
in a counterclockwise sense {see Fig. 3). Applying the bound- 
ary conditions and taking the outer limit aforementioned 
integral yields 

h ( - eS-) •0« ( + e8 +) -- lim he dp + lim •o dp = 0 (e). 

Interchanging the order of operation 

•o h ( - e6- ) -- lim •o dp 

h( + e8 + ) + lim fie dp = 0 (e). 
ß --• +•o 

Since lim•_• ñ •o •o = lim• ñ_• o ñ Uo, by the matching prin- 
ciple, 

h( - e•-)Uo(0-) = h( + e• +)uo(0+) = qo = lim &o, 

which is classical continuity in volume velocity condition. 
Therefore, the classical continuity conditions are valid to 
order e. 

B. First-order match 

We must evaluate the limiting conditions on the coeffi- 
cients of H•,op,H•,•p, and Ho,•p when each is set equal to 
zero in order to complete the first-order match in pressure. 
By the matching principle 

H•,o p = O. 

Expanding H•, o p = 0 yields 
A A 

{ TE• TEo -- EoTE• TIP = O. 

Let us examine the first term in the above expression, 
TE• TEe p. Eo p in the inner limit can be expressed in terms 
of a Taylor series in Po about x ñ = 0 +. 

TE•T lim Eop = TE•T [ po(0 ñ ) + x ñp;(0 ñ) + ...], 
x ñ__• 0 ñ 
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•' transforms x ñ to e(• -T- 6 ñ ) and E 1 truncates the new 
series after the first term in e 

T (El•' lira Eo p} = T [ po(0 + } q- e(• -T- 6 + IP6 (0 + } ]. 
x -t- ._• 0 -t- 

The final transformation T converts 
Hence, 

TE, TEo p = po(O + ) q- x + p6 (0 ñ ). 

The second term, Eo•E• Tp is just EoToperating on the outer 
limit of the two first terms of the incompressible solution. 

EoT lim (Po q- qb•)= EoT(E•Tp), 

for the complete match the commutator matrix H•,op must 
equal zero. Therefore, 

EoT lim (Po q- qb•)=po(0ñ) q- x ñp6(0 ñ). 

It is easily seen that the above expression can be rewritten as 

lim Pl = (• -T- 6 ñ IP6 (0 ñ ), (20) 

since lim•_• ñ • Po is equal to po(0 ñ ). Taking the outer limit 
of this expression and utilizing the fact that 
lim•_• ñ oo ho = Uo(0 • ), then 

lim •1 = i•uo(O •), 

where iho(0 • ) = p6 (0 e ). 
Next let us consider the evaluation of the coe•cients of 

H•,•p. By our previous definition of the commutator matrix, 
H•,•p can be expanded as 

H•,• p = (TElTEl -- EITEIT)p = O. 
The first term TEI•E• will be evaluated. E• in the inner 
limit can be expressed in terms of a Taylor series inpo andp • 
about x e = 0 e. Hence, 

TEI• lim E• = TEll[ po(O • ) + x •p6(O • ) + ... 
x• •0 

+ ep(o + ex (o ß ) 

+ e(x )V2p (o + ... ]. 
E• transfo•s the bracketed term into 

= T[ + + 
a truncated transformed version of the previous expression. 
Peffo•ing the transformation T yields 

(T••) =•o(0 • ) + x •;•0 • ) + e•(0 • ). 
The second term of the commutator matrix is the truncated 

incompressible solution operated on by the outer limit and 
E• T. Hence, for a match 

E•T lim (Po + ep•)=po(0 ñ) + xñp[•(O ñ) +p•(0ñ). 

Since lim•_• _+ oo Po and po{0 ñ } are matched at zeroth order 
the limiting .constraint is 

lim p, =(•-T-6ñ}p;(0 +) +p,(0+). (21) 

The evaluation of Ho,•p is not necessary since it yields 

the redundant conclusion 

lim Po = po(0 ñ ). 

The effect of the pressure boundary layer has yet to be deter- 
mined. It can be shown that 

limp,= lim [p,--(•-T-6ñ}po(0ñ)l=p,(0-+), 
x--• ñ O •--• ñ oo 

is equivalent to the result given in Eq. (21). We must keep in 
mind thatp•(0 ñ ) is matched to within a constant. The value 
of this constant is governed by the terminal boundary condi- 
tions, i.e., boundary conditions at the ends of the guide. 

The first-order pressure coefficient in the incompress- 
ible region, p•, is the solution of the Laplace Eq.(15). Apply- 
ing the outer limit to p• yields 

lim pl = (• q: 6 ñ }p/•(0 ñ) + pl(0 ñ) 

q- E Sn• 
n=l 

X cos pnrr/h ( q- e6 -+ ), (23) 

where 3' •+, and 3' •- are scattering amplitudes. The values of 
3' •+ and 3' •- are determined by applying Lagrange's expan- 
sion theorem •ø to p•. We can see that the aforementioned 
expression differs from that obtained in Eq. {21 } by a summa- 
tion of exponential terms. The contribution of this summa- 
tion is exponentially small if the guide is infinite in extent. 
However, we must be cautious about neglecting such terms if 
the guide is terminated. For example, when the distance 
between the discontinuity and the guide termination is 
O [e log{l/e)], the sum of exponential terms in Eq. {23) be- 
comes sequence in powers of e. Therefore, reflection and 
retransmission of the first mode in p must be considered in 
the second-order match. If the distance between the termina- 

tion and the discontinuity, xr • , is 

!og(1/e•)h ( q- e6)/rr, (24) 

the error introduced will be O (e •) in the outer limit. Since we 
are solving the problem to O {e•}, the condition stated in Eq. 
{24) will be a useful indicator of when the first cross mode in p 
should be retained. If the termination is a distance of O {e) 
away from the discontinuity, interaction between the pres- 
sure boundary layer and the wave solution will occur. Our 
approach as stated will fail. Assuming that Eqs. {24) and {22) 
hold, we can express the pressure drop across discontinuity 
as 

p,(0-)-p,(0 +) = lim [ p,- (• + 6-}p/•(0-)] 

-- lim [ p, -- (2 -- 6 •+)p;(0+)]. 

Defining p• in terms of the velocity potential qo• yields 

p, = 

where qo is zeroth-order volume velocity evaluated at 
x ñ = 0 + . Using Eqs. {9} and {19}, the pressure drop is 
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*) 

-- lim [•-- [(•+•-)/h(--e•-)]] 
= - qoa,. 

Hence, the nondimensional acoustical impedance across the 
junction coupling the two smooth waveguides is 

Z = (Ape + eAp•/(qo/•)= -- ei•A• + 0 (•) (26) 
where 

Ape = 0, 
and 

The discontinuity in the pressure in the wave region 

(27) 

however, does not imply discontinuous behavior in the in- 
compressible region, just that the asymptotes of the incom- 
pressible solution do not have the same value. 

By the same matching technique it can be shown 

lim • = u •(0 ñ ) + (• • 6 ñ )u• (0 ñ ). 

From Eq. (15) 

•,• + • = i} 2•o. 
Taking the surface integral of the above equation and then 
applying the divergence theorem to the result yields 

assuming an outward no•al to the bounda•. The contour 
B travers• the bounda• in a counterclockwise sense and S 
is the surface area in the xy plane enclosed in B (see Fig. 4). 
Applying the bounda• conditions yields 

lim [h( + e6+)fi•(•,j)- h( - e6-)fi•( -- •,j) + 

+ + '( - ea-)ao( - 

+ ik •• + O (e), ' (28) 
where So represents the surface area occupied by the fluid 

A 

.• - h(• +) + •,•h'(• +) 

A 

FIG. 4. Diagram showing the closed contour B used to determine the junc- 
tion condition obtained by Eq. (29). 
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En q/Ill En q/lx+=o Ix'--O!- 

, 
En Plx'=o E n P[x.i. = 0 

FIG. 5. Two port acoustic network representation of the discontinuity 
where Z and Y are defined as the nondimensional acoustic impedance and 
acoustic admittance across the junction, respectively. 

beneath the discontinuity. Using the matching results given 
in Eqs. (28), (8), (18), and the boundary conditions, Eq. (28) 
can be rewritten as 

h (e6+)u•(0 +) = h( - e6-)u•(O-) + i/c 2•oS 0 . (29) 
The nondimensional admittance to second order in e across 

the junction is 

¾ = [(Aqo + eAq•)/• ]/•o(0-)= -- e•S• + O(e•), 

where 

Aqo = 0, 

Aq• = - h( + e•5+)u•(0 +) + h( - e•5-)u•(0-), 
and 

So=S+ +S -. 

Note if the discontinuity has zero thickness So equals zero 
and continuity volume holds to second order in e. 

Using the junction impedance hnd admittance obtained 
Eqs. (26) and (30), the fluid's behavior near the discontinuity 
can model by a simple two-port acoustic network. In Fig. 5 
we have schematically depicted a two-port representation of 
region BC. The impedance element Z represents the effective 
acoustic mass of the fluid passing through the aperture. The 
first-order approximation for the value of this element is ob- 
tained solving the Laplace equation in region BC. The ad- 
mittance element Y represents the acoustic compliance of 
the fluid in region BC. Recall that values for this model ob- 
tained matching the asymptotic behavior incompressible 
and wave solution for pressure and horizontal partial veloc- 
ity in the limit as e-•0. Hence this two-port representation of 
the fluid motion, for a fixed value of e, is only valid outside 
the incompressible region. 

C. Second-order match 

To complete the second-order match only H,_.•p and 
H,_.,p set equal to zero need to be computed. Sin'ce H•.,p set 
equal to zero yields a redundant result it will be disregarded 
here. 

The coefficients of H,_,• p = 0 are determined in the 
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same fashion as in the previous sections. Matching p and •b 
via H2,•p = 0 yields 

lim P2 = (,• -T-- • -1- }2/2p6•(0 -l-j _•_ (,• -T-- • -1- }p• (0 -1- }. 

Evaluating H2,2P = 0 yields the limiting condition that the 

nm • = •(o •,y) + (• • • • •o• (o •) 

+ (• •: • ß )•/•;;(o ß ). 
The aforementioned result can be rewritten as 

(31) 

E • •h' (•,s +) 

D 

lira [ •b2(2,.•) -(2 • J ñ )2/2P•'( __+ 0) 

- (• -T- J • •o; ((o ß )] = •((•,y), 
where 

p2(0 -1- ) __ f2(0 -+ ) + y2/2 
x [• '( ___ ,J •)/• (___ ,J •)]p; (___ ,J-+). 

Rewriting Eq. (31) in terms off: yields 

(32) 

lim (•b2(•,.•) -- {(• • J -+ )2/2P•)•( 0 ñ ) 

--F .•2/2 [ h '( --F 6(• -- )/h ( --F 6(• ñ )]pj (0 -+ )} 

- (•: -T-,S-- g,; (o-)) =f•(o ñ ). (33) 

Recall that •2 satisfies the equation 

Looking at Eqs. {33}, {34}, and the boundary condition given 
in Eq. {15} we see that the second-order correction to the 
pressure •b2 incorporates wall slope effects. To proceed 
further in our analysis we must determine the asymptotic . 
behavior forth2 as tends to infinity. We will represent•b2 as 
the sum of two components, the first satisfying the Laplace 
equation and the boundary conditions outlined in Eq. {15} 
and the second satisfying Poission equation {3•t} and a homo- 
geneous set of boundary conditions. 

P: =P• +•, 

where p•n is the homogeneous solution of Eq. {34} and p• is 
the particular solution of Eq. {34}. Let us outline the solution 
process for •b• n . 

where 

0 0 + •c• 1 ---- efil h '( --F 6• -+- ) at y = h (e2), 
for --6->•>6 +, 

and the normal velocity is equal to zero on the remaining 
portion boundary. By careful examination of the aforemen- 
tioned boundary conditions we see that •h is dependent on 
the solution to obtain for •l. Hence •:h actually represents 
high-order terms in the solution of•l. We will determine an 
expression for asymptotic behavior of•: h by conformal map- 
ping the physical plane into the upper half of the co plane {see 
Fig. 6). Mapping the • plane to the co plane yields 

: (•o - o•,•) '•, 
dco dco cox 

(35a) 

I i t 
-6- 0 6 + 

F.c•> A 

jim(m) •-plane 

B C D 

i i i 

•B I •D 

FIG. 6. Conformal map of the incompressible region. 

E Fm:C> 

Re(m) 

where 

•=•+j9, 

•f h(eJ +) --- as •---• 
dco rrco 

or co---• oo, 

df h ( -- •-) as •--• o• or co--• O, 
da, rr•o 

y = -- eh '( - e6-)/rr, 

a =eh '(e6+)/rc, 

and df/dco is the mapping function that would be obtained if 
the wall slope at 2 = __+ oo were zero. Expanding d2/dco in a 
Taylor series about e equal to zero yields 

where 

and 

d• 

dco 
df { 1 + y[ ln(co -- cos) -- In co ] 
d• 

In{co - co•)} + 0 (e•), 

co = exp{•r [iqo•, -I- i6ql(O--)(JD 2 h ]/[iqo + i•ql(0--)] }, 

•1 = i Re{qo•l} = iqo•,, 

t2 h = i Re [q,{0-)• 2 h ] = iql(0-)• 2 h. 
Integrating the aforementioned expression and taking the 
limit [2] tend infinity yields 
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($ (•-•1 ,)-p;Ioñl h'( + •ñ1 ( ,(••ñI•-y• ) lira p•=iq,{0-) ,- •i••) h ( ñ e• + ) 2 ' 
' 6 -- • • + 0 exp -- , n=l h(•e6•) ' 

where 

The asymptotic behavior of the pa•icular solution of Eq. {34) is 

lim •2 = --/• 2•o [(• • 6 + }2/2 ]. 
Using these asymptotic results we determine the second-order correction to pressure drop across the junction to be 

Af2 =f2{ 0-} --f2( 0+} = -- iql( 0-} [•1 --{• -- 6+)/h {e6+)] -- lim [•1 -- {• + {•-}/h{ -- 

•qo [h ,{e•+)_ h ,{_ e•-)] _ •[h ,(e•+)_ • _ e•-)] • • 1, 3 

or 

3 6 •• g• 1. 
We will now tabulate impedance to third order in e. The nondimensional acoustic impedance across the junction is 

Z = eAp• + e•A (p:),, = _ ei•A•bl -- •i• {(•)[h '(e6 +) -- h '( - e6-)] } 
[qo + ffql(O-)]/• 

- e2 •) 0 (36) 
where 

and 

ql(0-) = •(- e6-)Ul{0-). 

As we can see, ifh '{ + eS + ) equals h '{ - eS -) or the discontinuity has zero thickness, the added mass reactante is zero and the 
impedance tabulated assuming the slo• is zero is accurate to O {d). Applying the match principle it can be shown that 

lim •2(0 + ,j) = u2(0 ñ ,y) + {• • $ + )•[ (0 + ) + [(• • $ + }:/2 ] u•'(0 + ). (37) 

From Eq. (16) 

•2• •- 02• = i•2pl' 
Taking the surface integral of the equation above and applying the divergence theorem to the result yields 

(•2 d• - •2 d•)= d, :•l dS, 

assuming the normal is directed out of the boundary {see Fig. 4}. Applying the boundary condition in Eq. { 16} and the matching 
results given in {21}, {27), and {37) it can be shown that 

fo h( + e5 +) h ( - o5-) u•-{O,y)dy = •(O,y)dy 

) '•- i• 2 [ Pl( 0+1 '•-(n•o)' I•+-_o+ •]dS + [ pl(0--}-•- (n•0)' Ix- =0- •]dS . 
Therefore the shunt admittance to third order in e is 

y = {Aqo + eAq, + e2Aq2}/•c = _ idc [s• + e(s +pdo + } + s -pdo-} Po + ePl( 0+ } 

+ (hpo)' • +S + (hpo)' 
2 •+ =o+ 2 •- =o- 

where 

6-S-)] + 0 (ea), (38) 
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and 

Aqo = O, Aq, = - h( + e6+)u,(O +) + h( - e6-)u,(O-), 

Aq2 = _ fo h{cs+} •( -•-} u2(0 +,y)dy + u2(O-,y)dy. 

IV. COMPOSITE EXPANSION 

Once the matching conditions are satisfied, the composite expansions for the pressure can be determined. The zeroth- 
order composite solution is 

Eo,oP = po(X +,•c ) -- po(0+,•: ) + O 
and 

So,op =po(X,•)-po(O-,•) + o (•) 
The first-order composite solution is 

and 

for x + + e6+>0, ' (39) 

for x- -- e6- <0. (40) 

for x + + e6 + >0, 

(4I) 

Ei,lP =po(X-,• ) -J l- •'[ pi(x-,• ) --•-pi(•p)] -- •'iqo[•: lim 3, --(2 + 6-)/h(-- •6-)] + •C, + O(e 2) 
for x- -- E6- <0, (42) 

where the constant C1 is determined by applying the terminal bounda•'y conditions. The second-order composite solution is 

E2,2P -po(X+,•:) + e[ pl(X+, } ) +Pl(•,P)l + e2[ P2( x+,y,•: ) + P2(•,P,} )l -- [•li_.m• [•l --(• -- 6+)/h( + e6+)l 
] ( y2h'(+e6+)p6(O+))+Cle+C2e2 for x+ + eS+>0, (43) X [iqoe + iq,(0-)e 2] -- e 2 f2(0 +) -• 2 h( + e• +) 

and 

E2,2p =po(X-,•:) + •[ pl(x-, • ) q-Pl(•,P)] q- 62[ p2(x-,Y, •c ) q-P2(-•,P ,• )l -- {• lim• [•1 --(• + •-)/h(-- •-}1 
} (f2 y2h'(--e6-)p;(O-))+C,e+C2• for x- -- e6-<0, X[iqo•+iq,(O-)d] --• (0-)q 2 h(--•-) 

where C2 is determined from the teminal boundary conditions. 

(44) 

v. CONCLUSION 

An analysis of long wavelength acoustic propagation in 
a waveguide having a single boundary discontinuity has been 
presented. Junction conditions as well as a uniformly valid 
expansion for the pressure have been determined. The junc- 
tion impedances have been derived using the local solutions 
for the pressure near the discontinuity. The analysis of a 
number of problems using the results presented here have 
been completed •2 and will be presented in a companion pa- 
per. 
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